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Expert on talent trends based on economic 
indicators, talent mobility, and the future of work.

Addressing inequity in educational systems and 
expanding access to high-quality, personalized learning 
ecosystems.

Lisa McIntyre-Hite, PhD
Senior Principal, Guild Education

Matthew Daniel
Principal Consultant, Guild Education
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How do employers think about 
skilling needs that will prepare their 

workforce for the future?

WHAT ARE EMPLOYERS 
SEEKING?

How do prospective students think 
about which programs will align 

with their skilling needs?

WHAT ARE WORKING ADULT 
STUDENTS SEEKING?

How can higher ed & institutions 
meet skilling needs and help 

students better communicate 
those skills?

HOW CAN WE MEET 
DEMANDS?



Skills aren’t “hard” or 
“soft.” They’re durable 
or perishable.

Half Life = >7 years

● Teachable and measurable mindsets and 
dispositions that are highly transferable

● Affect development & implementation 
frameworks and tech

DURABLE 

● Industry-related frameworks from which tools, 
processes, and technologies arise

● Likely to be replaced as the field grows and evolves

SEMI-DURABLE Half Life = 2.5-7.5 years

● Specialized & related to specific vendors, 
platforms, coding languages, & org policy and 
process

● Dependent on fluid tools and organizational 
structures

PERISHABLE Half Life = <2.5 years

What employers are seeking



Durable skills are the foundational skills from which solid frameworks 
and technologies are created and understood.

Talent that can leverage base sets 
of knowledge into usable 
frameworks from which specific 
technologies and policies can be 
developed.

SEMI-DURABLE

Build transferable, lifelong core 
competencies that evolve with 
one’s experiences.

DURABLE

Demonstrate the current skills and 
competencies that respond to 
evolving needs of a knowledge 
economy and take the next career step.

PERISHABLE

HOW 
STUDENTS
BENEFIT

HOW 
EMPLOYERS 
BENEFIT

Gain demonstrable field and 
industry expertise, and a 
knowledge base that increases 
competitiveness in the job market

Agile workforce responsive to 
emerging business & industry needs 
with the ability to quickly upskill and 
continuously invest in internal talent.

Invest in uniquely human 
competencies that generate the 
agility and range to respond to 
changing needs.

What employers are seeking



What roles are F1000 employers seeking?

Future of work aligned        |        Skills desired across industries        |        Durable & perishable skills required

Cross-Industry Future-Aligned Roles

What employers are seeking

BUSINESS + FINANCIAL OPS 
ROLES

● Logisticians
● Project Managers
● Business Analysts
● Market Research Analysts

TECH ROLES

● Software Developers
● Information Security Analysts
● User Support Specialists
● BI Analysts

OTHER ROLES

● Front Line Managers
● HR Managers
● Public Relations Specialists
● Paralegals
● Video Editors

Emsi, Burning Glass, ONet



Clear and 
concise 
writingPresentation

Organization

Developing 
teams

Empathy

Strategic 
thinking

Decision 
Making

Empathy

Critical 
Thinking

Project 
Management

Durable Skills Clusters

Data 
visualization

Communications

Top Skills in Job Postings from Large Employers

What employers are seeking

Communications Management Leadership Operations

Clear and 
concise writingPresentation

Organization

Strategic 
thinking

Quant 
Analysis

Emsi: Top 10 Skills in Demand



“Realistically, I’d like to get into 
leadership. It’s a goal of mine to be a 
leader...I don’t really know what that 
looks like yet...I’m trying to grow 
myself as a human being.”

-Guild Student Chris on deciding to pursue an MBA

How do working adult 
students think about 
skilling?

What are working adult students seeking?



Which of the following criteria is most valuable to you in a degree/certificate program? “I do want to get a degree and I would 
like to have another skill to do in the 
future. I know I can use a psychology 
degree in all different kinds of jobs… I 
am learning using my brain in all these 
ways it is not used to thinking…”

- Guild student on the value of a degree with 
multiple applications

What are working adult students seeking?

Students Seek Flexibility + Upward Mobility

Guild survey (N=1,657)Targeted applicable to specific goal Flexible applicable to a variety of career paths

Prospective Students: 
Pre-COVID

Prospective Students: 
Post-COVID

Current Students
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Guild Survey: Impacts of Covid-19



Degrees and formal 
credentials are 

widely recognized, 
critical for economic 

mobility

Work experiences 
provide relevant 
up-to-date skills 

development

Stackable
Ensures that all short 
& long form learning 
counts or “stacks” 
towards degrees 
and/or credentials 

Interoperable
Ensures that all types 
of learning has value 
to learners and 
employers, and is 
connected to 
economic mobility

Acknowledging the flexibility the adult learners are demanding 

Traditional 
Education Reality

Traditional 
Workforce Reality

A future which is

&

Stackability opens options for students



Sample work & learn trajectory

Bank Teller

Software 
Developer

Product Manager, CTO, 
or Entrepreneur

PERISHABLE SKILLS
Python, SQL

SEMI-DURABLE SKILLS

● Risk of automation: high 
● FOW alignment: low (projected 

decrease of -5% 2020-2025)
● Upward mobility: low without 

upskilling

● Risk of automation: low
● FOW alignment: high 

(+13% 2020-2025)
● Upward mobility:  medium 

- refine durable skills
● Bonus: fills talent gap

● Risk of automation: low
● FOW alignment: high
● Upward mobility: high

Example:
Financial Services are increasingly moving online. Savvy employers 
have identified a skills gap as they increasingly need to fill roles in 
computer science and cybersecurity. Tech skills are projected to be 
valuable for the future of work - especially if, in acquiring those 
skills, students also start to build durable skills that will be 
transferable and prepare them for upward mobility.

PERISHABLE SKILLS
Tableau

DURABLE SKILLS

Data Analysis

Coding language comprehension

SEMI-DURABLE
SKILLS

Agility Communication Critical thinking Complex problem solving



Employers value agile employees for their ability to:
● Change the scope of their work as company strategy evolves
● Listen to the data and adjust plans accordingly 

Durable Skill: 
the foundations, carry 
a student through a 

long career

Skill Cluster:
competencies that 

indicate an employee 
possess the skill

How a HEIs 
Builds the 

competencies:

Balanced working 
40 hours/ week 
with a classes

Case study + 
work-aligned rubric

Learning Outcomes:
● Start backwards designing your course with these as 

learning outcomes
● Communicate the objectives to students
● Explain why they are important and how they can be 

applied 

Sample tactics to achieve learning outcomes:
● Connect to real life / work
● Articulate the skills each project / assignment helps 

develop and why they are important

Connecting learning outcomes to skills

Durable skill cluster example:
Closer look at one durable skill that employers value, is critical for long term career success, HEIs can help develop, but is 
not easy to show and communicate back to EPs. 

Agility

Dealing with 
ambiguity

Data-driven 
decision 
making

Transitioning 
seamlessly 

between tasks

Present and 
defend strategy

Class 
discussion or 

debate



How can we meet demands?

Translating in-demand skills to measurable course outcomes

Dealing with 
ambiguity

Data-driven 
decision 
making

Transitioning 
seamlessly 

between tasks

Present and 
defend strategy

Use data to prioritize and adjust 
project plans and deliverables.

Present information 
clearly and concisely.

Translate competencies 
employers look for into 
measurable outcomes 

Measurable course 
outcome:

How to connect the 
dots & communicate 
competencies developed:

“These are durable skills that employers value long term and 
will help students make and defend strategic, data-driven 

business decisions”

Proof Points:

Summative Assessment

Work-aligned assessments and clear rubrics help 
students make connections between assessments, 
skills development, and how it translates on the job.

Case study and presentation defending prioritization 
and adjustments.

Formative Assessment & Activities

Low-stakes; high-feedback opportunities to practice 
the competency

Discussion: Defending a change in plans

Quiz: Analyzing data using Tableau



Course Overview

How can we meet demands?

JOB DESCRIPTION COURSE DESCRIPTION
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Thank you!


